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indicates that even after a decade young men and women still

experience some of the effects of a divorce occurring when a

child.(A) occurring when a child(B) occurring when children(C)

that occurred when a child(D) that occurred when they were

children(E) that has occurred as each was a child2. Since 1981, when

the farm depression began, the number of acres overseen by

professional farm-management companies have grown from 48

million to nearly 59 million, an area that is about Colorado’s

size.(A) have grown from 48 million to nearly 59 million, an area that

is about Colorado’s size(B) have grown from 48 million to nearly

59 million, about the size of Colorado(C) has grown from 48 million

to nearly 59 million, an area about the size of Colorado(D) has

grown from 48 million up to nearly 59 million, an area about the size

of Colorado’s(E) has grown from 48 million up to nearly 59

million, about Colorado’s size3. Some bat caves, like honeybee

hives, have residents that take on different duties such as defending

the entrance, acting as sentinels and to sound a warning at the

approach of danger, and scouting outside the cave for new food and

roosting sites.(A) acting as sentinels and to sound(B) acting as

sentinels and sounding(C) to act as sentinels and sound(D) to act as

sentinels and to sound(E) to act as a sentinel sounding4. The only

way for growers to salvage frozen citrus is to process them quickly



into juice concentrate before they rot when warmer weather

returns.(A) to process them quickly into juice concentrate before

they rot when warmer weather returns(B) if they are quickly

processed into juice concentrate before warmer weather returns to

rot them(C) for them to be processed quickly into juice concentrate

before the fruit rots when warmer weather returns(D) if the fruit is

quickly processed into juice concentrate before they rot when

warmer weather returns(E) to have it quickly processed into juice

concentrate before warmer weather returns and rots the fruit5.

Carbon-14 dating reveals that the megalithic monuments in Brittany

are nearly 2,000 years as old as any of their supposed Mediterranean

predecessors.(A) as old as any of their supposed(B) older than any of

their supposed(C) as old as their supposed(D) older than any of

their supposedly(E) as old as their supposedly6. In virtually all types

of tissue in every animal species, dioxin induces the production of

enzymes that are the organism’s trying to metabolize, or render

harmless, the chemical that is irritating it.(A) trying to metabolize, or

render harmless, the chemical that is irritating it(B) trying that it

metabolize, or render harmless, the chemical irritant(C) attempt to

try to metabolize, or render harmless, such a chemical irritant(D)

attempt to try and metabolize, or render harmless, the chemical

irritating it(E) attempt to metabolize, or render harmless, the

chemical irritant7. Dr. Hakuta’s research among Hispanic children

in the United States indicates that the more the children use both

Spanish and English, their intellectual advantage is greater in skills

underlying reading ability and nonverbal logic.(A) their intellectual



advantage is greater in skills underlying reading ability and nonverbal

logic(B) their intellectual advantage is the greater in skills underlaying

reading ability and nonverbal logic(C) the greater their intellectual

advantage in skills underlying reading ability and nonverbal logic(D)

in skills that underlay reading ability and nonverbal logic, their

intellectual advantage is the greater(E) in skills underlying reading

ability and nonverbal logic, the greater intellectual advantage is

theirs8. Lacking information about energy use, people tend to

overestimate the amount of energy used by equipment, such as

lights, that are visible and must be turned on and off and

underestimate that used by unobtrusive equipment, such as water

heaters.(A) equipment, such as lights, that are visible and must be

turned on and off and underestimate that(B) equipment, such as

lights, that are visible and must be turned on and off and

underestimate it when(C) equipment, such as lights, that is visible

and must be turned on and off and underestimate it when(D) visible

equipment, such as lights, that must be turned on and off and

underestimate that(E) visible equipment, such as lights, that must be

turned on and off and underestimate it when9. Astronomers at the

Palomar Observatory have discovered a distant supernova explosion,

one that they believe is a type previously unknown to science.(A)

that they believe is(B) that they believe it to be(C) they believe that it

is of(D) they believe that is(E) they believe to be of10. However

much United States voters may agree that there is waste in

government and that the government as a whole spends beyond its

means, it is difficult to find broad support for a movement toward a



minimal state.(A) However much United States voters may agree

that(B) Despite the agreement among United States voters to the

fact(C) Although United States voters agree(D) Even though United

States voters may agree(E) There is agreement among United States

voters that11. Based on accounts of various ancient writers, scholars

have painted a sketchy picture of the activities of an all-female cult

that, perhaps as early as the sixth century B.C., worshipped a goddess

known in Latin as Bona Dea, “the good goddess.”(A) Based on

accounts of various ancient writers(B) Basing it on various ancient

writers’ accounts(C) With accounts of various ancient writers used

for a basis(D) By the accounts of various ancient writers they used(E)

Using accounts of various ancient writers12. Formulas for cash flow

and the ratio of debt to equity do not apply to new small businesses

in the same way as they do to established big businesses, because they

are growing and are seldom in equilibrium.(A) Formulas for cash

flow and the ratio of debt to equity do not apply to new small

businesses in the same way as they do to established big businesses,

because they are growing and are seldom in equilibrium.(B) Because

they are growing and are seldom in equilibrium, formulas for cash

flow and the ratio of debt to equity do not apply to new small

businesses in the same way as they do to established big

businesses.(C) Because they are growing and are seldom in

equilibrium, new small businesses are not subject to the same

applicability of formulas for cash flow and the ratio of debt to equity

as established big businesses.(D) Because new small businesses are

growing and are seldom in equilibrium, formulas for cash flow and



the ratio of debt to equity do not apply to them in the same way as to

established big businesses.(E) New small businesses are not subject to

the applicability of formulas for cash flow and the ratio of debt to

equity in the same way as established big businesses, because they are

growing and are seldom in equilibrium.13. State officials report that

soaring rates of liability insurance have risen to force cutbacks in the

operations of everything from local governments and school districts

to day-care centers and recreational facilities.(A) rates of liability

insurance have risen to force(B) rates of liability insurance are a force

for(C) rates for liability insurance are forcing(D) rises in liability

insurance rates are forcing(E) liability insurance rates have risen to
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